Marko Care & Cleaning Instructions
DURALAST™
PERENNIAL CLASSICS™
TRUFINISH™ | SOFTWEAVE™*

VINYL PRODUCTS

Marko recommends that you always wash your new
linens before putting them into service.

Marko recommends that you always wipe-down
your new Vinyl tablecoverings before putting them
into service.

WASH
WASH
Separate colors. Machine wash with warm water at no
more than 2/3 of your machine’s load capacity. Wash
temperature should be between 140°-160°F (60°71°C). Use a non-ionic/solvent combination detergent
recommended for synthetics or a commercial equivalent.
For best care and effective soil release, a washing cycle
time of 10 to 20 minutes should be sufficient.

DRY
Use the permanent press cycle and load dryer to 1/2
capacity to ensure linens can tumble freely. Allow a
cool down cycle time of at least 3-4 minutes. Remove
immediately and fold.
*SoftWeave is produced with an advanced stain release
technology that allows you to wash at only 120° (32°C)
and use only half the detergent

Vinyl only needs to have the top surface wiped with a
simple solution of 1 part liquid dish detergent to 10 parts
warm water. Wipe off excess soap with a soft, nonabrasive
damp cloth or sponge. Finish by thoroughly drying with a
clean soft cloth.
Vinyl products are NOT machine-washable.
Stains are easier to remove if they are wiped-up right
away. Some extremely caustic or high-fat food products
may leave stains that cannot be completely removed if
allowed to set.
For stains that have set, apply a small amount of bleach
to a paper towel and place over the stain for two minutes.
Wipe clean with a damp sponge. If the stain persists leave
the towel on the stain overnight.
DO NOT use any cleaning products containing ammonia,
benzyl chlorides or harsh solvents and abrasive products.
Many commercial window cleaners and sanitizing
solutions contain ammonia or chlorine and should not be
used on Vinyl.
DO NOT get Vinyl plush backing wet.

SOLANA

DO NOT get Table Padding foam backing wet.

WASH
Follow the same laundering instructions for above linens,
except lower the water temperature to between 60°‑80°F
(16°‑27°C).

DO NOT expose Vinyl products to open flames or any
direct heat source. Vinyl can be permanently damaged if
exposed to excessive heat.

CONSULT THE EXPERTS!
DRY
Use the permanent press cycle and load dryer to 1/2
capacity to ensure linens can tumble freely. Allow a
cool down cycle time of at least 3-4 minutes. Remove
immediately and fold.
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The instructions shown above are general guidelines
to help you care for your Marko products. For specific
formulations and instructions, consult with your chemical
supplier.

